RES OU R C E S

CHURCH
CAMPAIGN KIT
$79.99
The local church has been charged with
the mission of sharing the hope of the
gospel, but this mission can be challenging in a relentlessly broken world.
How can you restore hope when someone feels rejected, guilty, or broken?
Using Bart Millard’s story of pain redeemed, brokenness restored, and God
glorified, help your community finally see
themselves through God’s eyes and find
healing in his approval, purpose, and
eternal hope.
INCLUDES: 6 Sermons, Sermon Bumpers,
6 Children’s Lessons, Video Series, Leader’s Guide, 28-Day Study Journal, Planning
Guide, Promo Tools, and more.

SMALL GROUP KIT
$39.99
How can we overcome loss, release guilt, and conquer fear in
a world that is afflicted with constant hurt and struggles? The
I Can Only Imagine Small Group Kit combines a 4-Episode Video Series (featuring Bart Millard of MercyMe), a 28-Day Journal
(Participant’s Guide), and a wisdom-filled Leader’s Guide that
makes it easy to lead your small group on a journey of redemption and healing.
INCLUDES: The Series, Journal, and Leader’s Guide

SERIES
$14.99
Want to hear more of Bart Millard’s incredible testimony after
watching I Can Only Imagine? This 4-Episode Video Series
features Bart Millard, lead singer of MercyMe. Bart shares his
true testimony of redemption and hope, along with the lessons God has instilled in him. Contains select scenes from the
I Can Only Imagine movie. Each episode is approximately
12 minutes.

JOURNAL
$14.99
Find hope and purpose in this 28-day study of Jesus’s life and
ministry. This beautifully designed 28-day study journal is effective as a standalone study or as a participant’s guide for the
I Can Only Imagine Video Series.

LEADER'S GUIDE
$14.99
Many small group leaders feel ill-equipped to create a natural conversation that leads to a meaningful experience for their group
members. This I Can Only Imagine Leader’s Guide works in conjunction with the Video Series to equip group leaders with helpful
tips on leading a group, thoughtful discussion questions for each
week, and suggested scripture to read. Create a directed, safe,
and open environment to lead your group through a redemptive
transformation — from past brokenness to everlasting hope.

LEATHER JOURNALING
NOTEBOOK

I CAN ONLY IMAGINE
MEMOIR

I CAN ONLY IMAGINE
40-DAY DEVO

$39.99

$16.99

$15.99

Place Your Order
cityonahillstudio.com/imagine | 877.578.8346 | info@coah.email

Make the most of I Can Only Imagine

FOR YOUR SMALL GROUP
TIMELESS TRUTHS, STREAMING ANYWHERE

Get access to Reveal’s streaming library of life-changing and award-winning Bible study videos
and films. Give your people a high-impact and low-maintenance tool that grabs their attention
and speaks to their hearts and minds. Featuring best-selling content like I Can Only Imagine, Not
a Fan, & more.

TRY IT FREE FOR 30-DAYS

